"Believe in yourself. Build a
strong foundation for your
research and have a vision.
Build your support network.
Learn to Identify environments
and people that are toxic."
Anima Anandkumar
Director of #AI #research @nvidia,
Bren #Professor @Caltech, Fmr
Principal scientist @awscloud #Sloan
fellow #Tensors Erdos #2 #dancer
http://anima-ai.org

@AnimaAnandkumar

"Invest in building your network and make sure
that it’s inclusive of all types of people. Having
a network allows you not only to learn from
your peers and elders and also provide you an
opportunity to grow as a mentor yourself. This
will also ensure that you will have plenty of
connections when you’re looking to change
jobs or advance your career. It will also provide
a support when things are rough. Growing the
network of WiMLDS has been a really valuable
support system for me (and hopefully others!).
And don’t be afraid to ask questions or ask for
help."

Erin LeDell
Chief #MachineLearning Scientist at
@h2oai open source AI & #AutoML.
PhD in #biostatistics @UCBerkeley,
founder @wimlds, co-founder
@RLadiesGlobal (she/her)

@ledell

"Enjoy the diversity of research. Take the time to
explore and learn from research and researchers
outside of your niche domain and make connections
with your own field of research. This will enrich your
own ideas and research.
Take time to learn techniques that help you to build
and train in building resilience. Research (and life!)
has its ups and downs. Sometimes we focus on the
purely technical side of our work, but self-care is also
important. Building resilience can give us the tools
we need to help remain grounded with the ups and
downs that may come our way.
Take time to connect with people. Identify 2-5 people
who will be your 'crew'. These peer mentors can be
your sounding board for research and challenges as
you navigate your career journey. Also, remember to
take care of your crew!"

Danielle Belgrave
Principal Researcher in
#MachineLearning and #AI for
#healthcare and #mentalhealth
@MSFTResearch. Views my own.

@DaniCMBelg

"If you are interested in something, you can
start learning without waiting for something to
happen. Being proactive in learning shows
people how much you are willing to put your
effort into your research. Don’t be afraid to
learn something from scratch. You will catch
up eventually. My project is successful because
of collaborations with other researchers.
Finding someone who knows something you
don’t know and collaborate with them. Don’t
be afraid to ask because even they say no, you
don’t lose anything. Don’t limit yourself to only
what you know. Expanding your research to
other fields is challenging but also very
rewarding."

Tarin Clanuwat
PhD (JPN literature) Project Assistant
Professor at @rois_codh NII
@jouhouken Japan. Trying to be an AI
bear. https://tkasasagi.github.io

@tkasasagi

"Develop a network; it does not need to
be large, but a small group of researchers
to exchange things with. Attending
conferences can be daunting in the
earlier time of one's career, but it allows
to build and keep that network
going.Everybody will give you advice
about how to succeed. Listen to them,
and choose what works for you. One can
always improve but one has always
awesome things about them that they
should keep nurturing."

Mounia Lalmas
Research Director @ Spotify

@mounialalmas

"Work with people who are far better than you,
particularly early on in your career. It will
accelerate your learning. Teach while you
learn. Keep a document for yourself to write
down any research ideas you have (good and
bad). Collaborate widely and generously. If you
are nervous of being scooped, it means the
question you are working on is too small in
impact. Contribute on multiple levels
(teaching, research, open source) so that even
when rewards in one area are sparse, you get
feedback from other areas about why it is all
worth it in the end."

Sara Hooker
Research @ Google Brain, interested
in model compression, robustness +
interpretability. Founder of data for
good non-profit @deltanalytics.

@sarahookr

"I remember stressing so much about doing
my PhD or going into industry and one very
wise person told me 'No need to stress about a
decision between two good choices. If you do a
PhD, amazing. If you join industry, amazing!'.
That helped me stress less and re-prioritize
without fear.
Also, join and put energy into communities –
when work or studies get bad, having a
community who can support you is vital.
Whether it be WiML or BAI or just a group of
friends in the field."

Jade Abbott
Staff Engineer @teamretrorabbit by
day | NLP Researcher @MasakhaneNLP
by night | Bassist @fmfyband | ML in
Africa | Techno-sceptic

@alienelf

"Knowledge is power. Research that is carried out while
accumulating deep knowledge, such as basic research,
may only be possible when there is time to work on it,
such as in a doctoral program. It is not uncommon for
physicists to have a doctoral dissertation as a masterpiece
of life. As your research career progresses, or as you move
into business, it becomes increasingly difficult to take
your time and face your pure interests. I would like you to
devote your precious time as a graduate student to
reconsidering your research and deepening your
understanding of academics. Faced with my own
interests, I have been engaged in basic research on
quantum computers for 15 years. At times, I felt anxious
about being left behind by society and wondered what I
was doing my research for. However, nowadays, the deep
knowledge and achievements of research happens to be
helpful in unexpected places, gaining the trust of society
and leading to various jobs. I believe it is important to
deepen the knowledge that I believe is really interesting
without being overwhelmed by fashion."

𝕤𝕙𝕠𝕜𝕠 𝕦𝕥𝕤𝕦𝕟𝕠𝕞𝕚𝕪𝕒
Machine Learning SA @awscloud_jp ←
Autonomous-driving dev. at Toyota ←
Associate Professor at NII in Quantum
Computing.

@shokout

"Define your own success. Figure out
what 'sparks joy' for you and go after
it! Persevere. Keep applying for your
dream job until you get it. Keep
learning, don't be afraid to ask for
help or explore, don't underestimate
the power of networking. Life is way
too short to be stuck in a place that
isn't fulfilling."

Ivana Williams
#math #data #machnelearning
#deeplearning #knowledgegraphs
#NLP
Staff Research Scientist @CZIScience
http://linkedin.com/in/ivanajw

@_ivana__anavi_

"A lot of times, especially in
computer science, it can seem
like there is an overwhelming
amount of stuff to learn about
and do! Machine learning,
security, web dev, etc. What’s
worked for me is learning one
thing at a time and just trying
to explore what’s interesting to
me at the time. Eventually,
something clicks :)"

Shreya Shankar
Trying to make machine learning
work in the real world. Currently 1st
ML engineer @viaduct_ai. Previously
did ML research @googlebrain & CS
@Stanford. She/her.

@sh_reya

"I started as a Data Scientist in 2006.
There were a lot of career paths to
choose from because data scientists
were in high demand. Most of my
colleagues chose the option that
provided higher salaries. But I took the
position where I could learn the most.
The most important thing that helped
my career was my background and
knowledge. With those, you can work in
whatever industry you want. You are free.
I get to do what I love to do. Whether it
is for learning, for building things, for
having impact or for helping others. I do
not feel I am 'working'. And that is what I
define as success."

Africa Perianez
Founder & CEO http://benshi.ai | exCAO @ Inditex | Founder & ex-CEO
@YOKOZUNAdata | PhD Mathematics
| MSc String Theory (CERN) | MSc
Theoretical Physics

@aperianez

